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Ethics in Google There are several ethical issues related with sharing data on

Google. Among the technical issues that arise is the possibility that 

companies may be gathering data from children through chat rooms. The 

result of this is that such chats are not restricted, hence may pose a great 

dilemma to executives (Lin, 19). 

Identity theft is the other form of misconduct that companies may take 

advantage of due to the fact that people get monitored electronically. With 

such disregard for the privacy of internet users, some people may develop a 

fear that they are continuously being watched, something that may affect 

the health and psychology of many internet users (Lin, 43). 

Consumers are also bombarded with emails from manufacturers or 

companies that continuously trail their interests. Some companies even go 

as far as to intercept people’s email messages and this makes such an act a 

great infringement of rights to privacy (Lin, 67). The threat to freedom posed

by companies trailing internet users for their consumer clients takes a toll on

internet users in that they lose their dignity and spontaneity (Lin, 79). 

It is not fair for Google to share its client’s information with manufacturers or

companies, especially if the information is confidential. Many internet users 

have put their faith in the company that whatever information they provide 

on Google as private will be kept that way, private (Lin, 88). With enough 

evidence that Google may be sharing confidential user information, clients of

Google may lose faith in the search engine so as to withdraw their usage of 

the site. This may hurt the company’s reputation hugely and even cause 

grate financial troubles (Lin, 154). 
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